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Abstract

Background—Chronic diseases require chronic disease self-management (CDSM). Existing 

CDSM interventions, while improving outcomes, often do not lead to long-lasting effects. To 

render existing and new CDSM interventions more effective, an exploration of the concept of 

CDSM from both the literature and patient perspectives is needed.

Purpose—To describe the current conceptualization of CDSM in the literature, identify potential 

inadequacies in this conceptualization based on a comparison of literature- and patient-based 

CDSM descriptions, and to offer a more comprehensive definition of CDSM.

Method—A hybrid concept analysis was completed.

Discussion—In the literature, CDSM is defined as behaviors influenced by individual 

characteristics. Patients in the fieldwork phase discussed aspects of CDSM not well-represented in 

the literature.

Conclusions—CDSM is a complex process involving behaviors at multiple levels of a person's 

environment. Pilot work to develop and test CDSM interventions based on both individual and 

external characteristics is needed.

Introduction

Chronic disease is the central health care problem in the United States (U.S.) and beyond. 

Nearly one out of two Americans suffer from at least one chronic disease, and chronic 

diseases contribute to the majority of U.S. health care costs. Further, chronic diseases are 
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responsible for downturns in quality of life (QoL), and are the leading cause of disability 

and death in the U.S. (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2013).

Chronic diseases often require extensive lifestyle changes and consistent attention from both 

the person who has the disease and the care provider. Typically incurable and characterized 

by exacerbations and remissions, chronic diseases must be managed throughout a lifetime. 

Together, healthcare providers, patients, and families are charged with managing the day-to-

day treatments, symptoms, and lifestyle modifications associated with chronic diseases, 

which impact all aspects of one's life, making the management of the disease complex. 

When patients and families manage the complexity of disease characteristics, symptoms, 

and restructure an acceptable lifestyle, patients and their families greatly contribute to better 

outcomes (Unger & Buelow, 2009).

Due to the ubiquity of chronic diseases and the costliness associated with them, there has 

been a clear need for the development of interventions targeting chronic disease self-

management (CDSM); many such interventions exist (Barlow, Sturt, & Hearnshaw, 2002) 

and are structured to prepare patients to manage diseases to improve outcomes. While 

outcomes such as health status, QoL, and adherence have been improved by CDSM 

interventions based on behavior change theories, these changes are often short-lived. 

Though some interventions have demonstrated effects on outcomes up to four years post-

intervention (Lorig et al., 1993), these effects are generally smaller than at six months to one 

year post-intervention (Barlow et al., 2008), and have been found to disappear after five 

years (Caplin & Creer, 2001). Clearly, for persons with chronic diseases that last a lifetime, 

achieving desired effects for only four years is insufficient.

Researchers must discover ways in which to achieve more comprehensive and longer lasting 

effects of CDSM by building upon existing interventions. Before such interventions can be 

devised, a more comprehensive conceptualization of CDSM is needed. While prior research 

has demonstrated that individual characteristics affect important outcomes and are amenable 

to intervention, due to fading effects of these interventions, other aspects important to 

CDSM may be missed. The purpose of this paper is to describe the current conceptualization 

of CDSM in the literature, to identify potential inadequacies in the current conceptualization 

of the concept, and to offer a more comprehensive definition of CDSM. This definition will 

be derived via a hybrid concept analysis of CDSM. A hybrid concept analysis allows for the 

inclusion of actual patient experiences in defining a concept; thus, this method allows for a 

more patient-centered definition.

Background

As pointed out by Lorig and Holman (2003), CDSM has been conceptualized in a variety of 

ways over the past four decades. However, in nursing literature, CDSM has been 

represented primarily as a verb and refers to the behaviors that persons use to manage the 

disease and its associated effects. That is, what people do constitutes their self-management 

(Lorig & Holman, 2003). These actions may be in the form of direct, observable behaviors, 

cognitive strategies, or decisions (Lorig & Holman, 2003). Similarly, Unger and Buelow 

(2009) found that the way in which CDSM has been conceptualized in nursing and medical 
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literature can best be described as actions persons with chronic disease take concerning 

medication and treatment compliance, safety, event management, and lifestyle management.

Researchers have conducted investigations to specify and further explicate the self-

management behaviors used by those with chronic diseases. Corbin and Strauss (1988), for 

example, found that CDSM behaviors occur within three realms: medical management, 

adopting new behaviors or life roles, and dealing with associated emotions. Later, based on 

25 years of research with persons self-managing chronic diseases, Lorig and colleagues 

(2001) identified five core self-management behaviors that occur as features of the self-

management of most chronic diseases: problem-solving, decision-making, resource 

utilization, forming of a relationship with a provider, and taking action. These five core 

behaviors are executed in the three realms outlined by Corbin and Strauss (1988). Lorig and 

Holman (2003) also noted that an additional core behavior of self-management is self-

tailoring, which refers to persons with chronic disease using the afore-mentioned core 

behaviors based on personal evaluation of their own needs and not necessarily their 

healthcare providers’ evaluation of their needs.

Self-management is also neither an endpoint nor an outcome, but a process that affects and 

leads to outcomes (Holman & Lorig, 2004; Osborne, Wilson, Lorig, & McColl, 2007; Ryan 

& Sawin, 2009). However, as articulated by Clark (2003), changing self-management 

behaviors is useless if those behaviors do not improve outcomes such as QoL or perceived 

or actual health status. While self-management affects important outcomes, self-

management is not an outcome (Ryan & Sawin, 2009) in and of itself. Self-management, 

then, is a portion of the means to an end, but not the end.

Internal, individual characteristics such as knowledge, (Clark, 2003; Ryan & Sawin, 2009), 

self-efficacy (Lorig et al., 2001; Marks et al., 2005a; Marks et al., 2005b), and self-

regulation (Clark, 2003; Ryan & Sawin, 2009) have been shown to affect CDSM. Thus, 

investigators have developed interventions aimed at altering these characteristics, and in so 

doing, alter CDSM outcomes. Some of these interventions have successfully improved 

CDSM outcomes, the most notable of which is Lorig and colleagues’ (2001) Chronic 

Disease Self-Management Program, which is based on social-cognitive theory (Bandura, 

1986). In one study, this intervention was delivered to over 900 persons with arthritis, 

diabetes, chronic lung disease, and stroke. As part of the intervention, participants learned 

about cognitive symptom management, exercise program adoption, fatigue and sleep 

management, medication and community resource utilization, emotions (fear, anger, and 

depression) management, problem solving, and decision making; they also received training 

in how to effectively communicate with healthcare providers (Lorig et al., 2001). At two 

years post-intervention, significant and desirable changes were noted in healthcare resource 

utilization (frequency of emergency room visits), health status (in the form of health 

distress), and experiences of symptom fatigue. Perceived functional disability was improved 

at one year, but this result did not persist to the two-year follow-up assessment (Lorig et al., 

2001). A Cochrane review of CDSM interventions revealed similar findings—while theory-

based CDSM interventions can positively impact outcomes, these effects are typically not 

long lasting (Coster & Norman, 2009).
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The noticeable absence of long-lasting effects of CDSM interventions that target individual 

characteristics such as self-efficacy may be due, at least in part, to the failure of such 

interventions to target external characteristics in a person's life. Researchers have begun to 

consider the use of other, more comprehensive theories on which to build CDSM 

interventions. Moore and colleagues (2013), for example, have used the socio-ecological 

theory to develop CDSM interventions. This theory is grounded in complexity and considers 

interrelations between personal and environmental factors and how they affect behavior. 

Interventions targeting both internal and external factors of persons engaging in CDSM may 

be more robust. Moore and colleagues (2013) have reported positive results regarding initial 

outcomes from their interventions, though long-term effects have yet to be measured.

Given that most existing CDSM interventions have been primarily focused on persons’ 

internal characteristics, and have not been able to demonstrate long-term effects, there is a 

need to expand the conceptualization of CDSM. The generation of such a definition can 

serve as the foundation for the development of CDSM interventions with longer-lasting 

effects.

Methods

A hybrid concept analysis was employed. This method utilizes both theoretical analysis of 

literature and empirical observation to define a concept (Rodgers & Knafl, 1993). We chose 

the hybrid concept analysis method because its inclusion of patient perspectives allowed for 

the generation of a more patient-centered definition of the concept. The method consists of 

three phases: theory, fieldwork, and analysis. The theoretical phase involves an analysis of 

the literature. Its purpose is to capture the overall essence of a concept and how it is defined, 

used, and measured in the literature. The fieldwork phase further refines the concept 

definition via the collection of qualitative data from patients. In the analytic phase, data from 

the fieldwork phase are compared with findings from the theoretical phase to produce a 

refined definition of the concept that is supported by both literature and patient perspectives.

As part of the theoretical phase, a review of the literature was undertaken to identify the 

conceptual and operational definitions of CDSM used in research and identify antecedents, 

consequences, and outcomes of CDSM. Any reference to a model of care or theoretical 

framework identified in the studies was documented, as well as references to the complexity 

of self-care management. Two independent searches were performed to identify relevant 

articles using the databases PubMed, Ovid Medline, and CINAHL and limited to years 2000 

to 2013. Keywords were “chronic illness” AND “self-management” AND “self care,” 

“adherence,” “compliance” and “interventions.” Articles were limited to “adults only.” The 

search yielded 316 papers and with duplicates removed, leaving 263 papers for review. 

These titles and abstracts were reviewed independently by two team members and selected if 

the focus of the article was on CDSM. Finally, thirty-seven articles were excluded because 

they focused on practice interventions to improve provider efficiency and provider outcomes 

in care delivery, rather than being patient-focused. Four researchers undertook a 

comprehensive review of the remaining 226 papers. A reference table was constructed that 

displayed all articles that met inclusion criteria and places for the four researchers to enter 
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data into the table about antecedents, outcomes, and complexity that were referenced within 

the articles.

In the analytic phase, qualitative data generated from a prior qualitative study of adult 

epilepsy patients’ descriptions of their self-management experiences (Miller, Bakas, & 

Buelow, 2014) were re-analyzed via content analysis to meet the purpose of the current 

study; codes were generated, and tested against all data (Sandelowski, 1995). Themes 

regarding participants’ explanations of their CDSM emerged. Finally, these themes were 

compared to findings rendered during the theoretical phase. Similarities and differences 

between the two sets of findings were noted.

Findings: Theoretical Phase

Theory-based Perspectives

Of the 226 papers that met inclusion criteria, 111 papers included a specific theoretical 

perspective that guided or influenced the approach to the self-management studies. Self-

efficacy Theory (Bandura, 1997), Chronic Care Model (Bodenheimer, 2002; Wagner, 1997), 

and Patient Activation (Hibbard, 2004) were the most frequently used theoretical 

frameworks. These, and other theoretical frameworks less frequently used, can be found in 

Table 1.

Definitions of Self-management

Overall, 111 papers included a clear theoretical definition of CDSM. Authors who did not 

provide a definition of CDSM proceeded to freely use the term with the assumption of a 

universally understood definition. Authors who provided a theoretical definition often did so 

without an operational definition or left the reader to determine how CDSM could be 

operationalized. Self-management was operationalized in 181 papers using various 

instruments. Expected behaviors such as daily exercise, blood glucose monitoring, or 

following a prescribed diet were measured and reported in 90 studies. These behaviors were 

specified or prescribed by a healthcare provider and instruments were used to quantify the 

frequency of the expected behavior or to measure the impact of the behavior relative to a 

physiological parameter. Researchers in 87 papers used disease status or physiological 

parameters such as HgbA1c, BMI, body weight, cholesterol, forced vital capacity, or 

number of seizures to operationalize the effectiveness of or success of client self-

management.

In the case of a chronic disease, measures of knowledge about a specific disease process and 

how to manage symptoms was the objective/outcome of interest in four papers. Knowing 

about the disease and what to do about a symptom, should it occur, was not necessarily 

predictive of action on the part of the patient to self-manage.

Antecedents

Antecedents were mentioned in 82 papers, either intentionally or as an indirect way of 

describing populations that could use self-management skills. Of note is that, in all articles 

reviewed, the presence of a chronic condition was implied as an antecedent for engaging in 
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self-management. Authors considered self-efficacy (n=64), disease knowledge (n=44), 

social support (n=16), health beliefs (n=4), motivation (n=4), and coping (n=2) as 

antecedents to CDSM engagement.

Consequences

In the articles reviewed, consequences of CDSM included a variety of outcomes, including 

disease status/severity (such as symptom frequency and severity, number of exacerbations, 

physiologic parameters) (n=131), treatment adherence (n=107), health care resource 

utilization (n=104), functional ability (n=96), and QoL (n=92). Functional ability and QoL 

were considered distal outcomes.

Complexity

Overall, authors of the articles reviewed gave little attention to the complex nature of CDSM 

in conceptually and operationally defining the concept. For the purposes of this study, 

complexity was considered part of authors’ definitions of CDSM if explicitly stated in 

manuscripts reviewed, or if authors alluded to complexity by including external factors 

(such as relationships with others or social environment) as integral to a patient's CDSM. 

The complex nature of CDSM was explicitly mentioned in only 21 articles. In 11 articles, 

CDSM was noted to be complex and structured, and seven authors noted that outside 

influences such as social relationships or environmental factors influence a person's ability 

to engage in CDSM. In three articles, however, the complexity of CDSM was considered 

and discussed at length. In these three articles, authors discussed the concept of CDSM 

using the socio-ecological model (Zebrowitz-McArthur & Baron, 1983).

Working Definition of CDSM

Based on findings from the theoretical phase, a working, literature-based definition of 

CDSM has been generated: CDSM consists of behaviors in which those with chronic 

diseases engage in order to achieve medication/treatment adherence and manage symptoms 

and exacerbations; the outcomes of CDSM are the attainment of some degree of quality of 

life and disease control. Behaviors engaged in as part of CDSM are primarily related to a 

person's self-efficacy to execute those behaviors.

Findings: Fieldwork Phase

The transcripts of five persons with epilepsy were reviewed. Three were female, and two 

were male. The average age of participants was 61. Four participants were Caucasian, while 

one was African American. Three themes emerged: engaging in behaviors, going from 

exacerbation to chronicity and back again, and using a system.

Engaging in behaviors

In describing their CDSM, all five participants spoke of engaging in a variety of behaviors 

to self-manage their condition. That is, they described CDSM as an active process. These 

behaviors were related to treatment adherence, symptom management/prevention, and 

social/work situations. One participant explained, “I take care of the side effects of my meds 

by making sure I take a nap every single day. It's part of what I have to do to help keep my 
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life normal.” Another noted, “I can't lose my job...I can't retire yet...so I have to adjust my 

medicine schedule to make sure I am alert at work.”

Going from chronicity to exacerbation and back again

Four of the five participants spoke of having to manage going from managing their 

condition in a chronic state, and then suddenly changing their CDSM to deal with an 

exacerbation. One participant explained, “I get on auto pilot. I'm doing great, going along 

and then I have a seizure. Now I can't drive, can't work for a while, you know. It's terrible. 

It's like a roller coaster.” Another explained, “It's always hard...when I have gone in the 

hospital and then I come home and everyone treats me kind of like a baby. I feel like that's a 

really hard part of what I have to do, to go up and down, back and forth. It never stays the 

same because I might be doing perfect and then ‘boom!’ everything goes up in smoke...and I 

hate it.”

Using a system

All five participants described managing their condition within their environment. In all 

cases, this environment involved managing epilepsy in the midst of interpersonal and other 

relationships. Some reported that close family members and friends share in the CDSM. “I 

don't do this alone,” reported one. “It's both of us. Me and her. We manage it together.” 

Others described how their CDSM had become embedded in work or volunteer activities. 

“Exercise really helps me with the fatigue from my [medication]. So I've volunteered at the 

animal shelter for years...and instead of just sitting at the desk I actually get out and walk the 

dogs. So volunteering is something I would do anyway...and now I can help myself, take 

care of that fatigue, while I'm there. So it's not me thinking how am I going to have time to 

get a walk in. I just do it while I'm there. I take every opportunity I have all day long to try 

to make myself feel better...epilepsy is in every part of my life.”

Findings: Analytic Phase

In comparing the conceptualization of CDSM as seen in the literature with that described by 

patients actually self-managing a chronic disease, both similarities and differences were 

noted. The most prominent finding that appeared in both sets of data was that CDSM is a 

behavioral process. However, in the literature, these behaviors are most frequently defined 

as those related to treatment adherence; the fieldwork phase revealed that patients engage in 

behaviors far beyond those related to treatment—including those related to symptom and 

daily life management. Thus, the current behavioral conceptualization of CDSM in the 

literature may be incomplete.

As was seen in a small portion of the literature, participants involved in the fieldwork phase 

depicted CDSM as a systems-based process, and felt that their condition and its management 

did not exist in isolation, but rather had become part of nearly every aspect of their lives. As 

described earlier, the literature depicts CDSM as a process primarily based on individual, 

personal characteristics. However, our findings from the fieldwork phase indicate that 

multiple levels of a person's environment, including relationships with others and work and 

volunteer activities, do indeed become part of a person's CDSM.
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Not found during the theoretical phase was the notion that patients with chronic diseases 

must alter their CDSM based on sudden and acute exacerbation phases of their usually 

stable, chronic condition. The literature thus does not include discussion of this real and vital 

part of patients’ experiences of CDSM.

Toward a More Complete Definition of CDSM

Based on this hybrid concept analysis, we offer a new, more complete definition of CDSM--

one that is representative of both theoretical and actual patient perspectives. Chronic disease 

self-management is a fluid, iterative process during which patients incorporate 

multidimensional strategies that meet their self-identified needs to cope with chronic disease 

within the context of their daily living. Strategies are multidimensional because they require 

the individual to incorporate intrapersonal, interpersonal, and environmental systems (see 

Table 2) to maximize wellness. Successful management of both functioning in day-to-day 

life along with management of chronic illness requires the individual to continually monitor 

health and functional status and take appropriate actions during acute phases.

The management of both functioning in daily life and managing chronic illness requires 

patients to continually evaluate their perceived health status (which comprises how they feel 

emotionally and physically and how they are able to function on a daily basis) and 

implement unique variety of behaviors to manage their medications/treatments, safety, 

seizures, physical and emotional comfort, functional status, and other factors depending on 

their disease status.

Self-managed chronic disease is not a steady state of illness or disease but constitutes a 

continuous ebb and flow of symptoms of illness that may interfere with functional daily life 

(Mishel, 1999; Fulton & Baird, 2014). As a patient experiences acute episodes within a 

chronic disease state, continued successful self-management requires reframing and 

readjusting one's understanding of the dimensions of the illness and devise new ways to self-

manage; thus, self-management is an iterative process. The challenge for people living with 

a chronic illness is that the complexity of life is an integral part of a complex system that can 

often get in the way of managing a condition. Understanding that CDSM is not a linear 

process that begins with an illness and ends with an outcome, rather it occurs within a 

“complex system” – a system for which CDSM emerges from the interaction of the many 

parts that comprise each layer of the system and for which may not be evident in the parts 

alone. Therefore, the traditional two-dimensional linear view of self-management is 

insufficient in understanding and describing CDSM.

Successful self-management allows the individual to function as an individual in his or her 

daily living and within the interpersonal and family environment, as a partner within the 

healthcare environment, and within the social community environment while also 

implementing strategies to maximize their wellness within the context of illness and chronic 

disease. We all live in a complex world and what is important is that we begin to look for 

patterns that emerge from these non-linear relationships. As clinicians, we need to know 

how to look for patterns from each person's complex systems, patterns that will emerge over 

time and will help to explain self-management behaviors. To help patients become better 
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self-managers we have to help them address the many parts of their systems and also help 

them begin to act on and revise strategies based on unique, emerging patterns.

As discussed earlier, recent interventions developed to target patient-centered outcomes 

using systems-based theories (e.g. socio-ecological model) and concepts (e.g. motivational 

interviewing) have shown to be very effective. Yet, there currently exists no single, 

comprehensive CDSM framework to support the development of highly effective CDSM 

interventions. The definition presented here is an initial step in the generation of such a 

framework.

Conclusion

As chronic disease remains the prime health care problem in the U.S., there is a clear need to 

render behavioral CDSM interventions as effective as possible, and for these effects to 

remain stable long-term. A review of the literature indicates that most existing CDSM 

interventions, while effective in the short-term, may need to be revised to allow for longer-

lasting effects. In this hybrid concept analysis, we discovered that the majority of 

researchers and scholars working in the area of CDSM define this concept from the 

perspective of theories focused on the individual, internal characteristics of a person—self-

efficacy, for example. Thus, most CDSM interventions target these individual 

characteristics, often times without including outside portions of a person's environment that 

can affect their disease status and its management. Interviews with persons currently 

managing chronic diseases revealed that CDSM, while involving individual characteristics, 

is a much more complex, fluid process involving multiple levels of a person's environment. 

We have put forth a definition of CDSM that is based on both literature and patient 

perspectives, and espouse the notion that this more comprehensive definition may help in 

yielding patient-centered CDSM interventions that will have longer-lasting effects.

By redefining CDSM using a patient-centric focus that recognizes the complexity of chronic 

disease, we can begin to develop interventions that can be adaptable to the persons’ systems 

and prepare patients to use their existing systems to facilitate CDSM into their daily lives. 

Because the system is constantly in flux, CDSM interventions should be designed to also be 

fluid and help the patient respond better to the random interference that might from time to 

time impact their wellbeing. While we are not able to predict random interference, what we 

can do is begin to help our patients identify emerging patterns that help or hinder their 

management. This shift in focus to emergent pattern identification is a more patient-centered 

approach that moves beyond just developing problem solving skills, it also helps to better 

understand the forces of nature that lend to the ebb and flow of chronic disease and then how 

to evolve and adapt to improve quality of life.

Current findings demonstrate the need for the development of CDSM interventions that 

involve multiple levels of patients’ environments, thereby making them and their effects 

more sustainable. We suggest that there is a need for pilot work in the development of 

CDSM interventions based on theoretical perspectives that acknowledge the complexities of 

a person's life. Before such pilot work can be implemented, the definition of CDSM that has 

been generated as a result of this hybrid concept analysis must be tested against the 
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experiences of CDSM in populations outside of epilepsy. We endeavor to complete this 

work, and may refine the definition of CDSM based on those results.
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Table 1

Theory Frequency

Self-efficacy (Bandura, 1997) 54

Chronic Care Model (Wagner, 1997) 25

Activation (Hibbard, 2004) 13

Social-cognitive (Bandura, 1987) 4

Theory of Planned Behavior (Ajzen, 1985) 2

Colaizzi's (1978) Framework 1

Five As (Whitlock, 2002) 1

General Health Policy Model (Kaplan & Anderson, 1990) 1

Motivational Interviewing (Miller & Rollnick, 2002) 1

Health Belief Model (Prochaska & Velicer, 1997) 1

Recursive Relationship (Rogers et al., 2004) 1

Personal Model of Illness (Meyer, Leventhal, & Guttmann, 1985) 1

Causal model of behavior change (Bourbeau, Nault, Dang-Tan, 2004) 1

Locus of control (Wallston, Wallston, & Develis, 1978) 1

Change Theory (Lewin, 1951) 1

Leventhal's self-regulation 1

(Leventhal, Diefenbach, & Leventhal, 1992).

Program Logic Model (Rush & Ogborne, 1991) 1

Fear-avoidance (Roaldsen, Elfving, Stanghelle,Talme & Mattsson, 2009) 1

Illness representations (Osborn & Smith, 1998) 1
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Table 2

The Intrapersonal System

    a) Assessing affect and emotions - internal conditions (how I feel)

    b) Assessing physical functioning - external function (my physical ability to do what I do)

    c) Constant surveillance of and making use of resources (what I need to do what I do)

    d) Constantly knowing that change is lurking (a real possibility)

    e) Health literacy - Knowing signs and symptoms and internal and external factors that might cause an exacerbation in my chronic illness/
disease

    f) Tolerating and planning for sudden or gradual onset of life interruptions

    g) Incorporating treatments and side-effects so they become part of the usual and normal

Interpersonal-Selected Support System

    a) Communicating with family

    b) Utilizing patient-selected support persons as one aspect of self-management

Environmental Systems

Healthcare Community

    a) Partnering with resource and healthcare providers to maximize daily functioning, wellness, and disease management

    b) Communicating with healthcare providers
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